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A Walk to Remember The story of two North Carolina teenagers, Landon Carter (West) and Jamie Sullivan (Moore), who are thrown together after Landon gets in trouble and... View Full Movie Info » Release Date: January 23, 2002 Runtime: 101 minutes IMDb Rating: 4.31/5 - (385 Votes) Streaming in
HDDownload in HD The story of two North Carolina teens, Landon Carter and Jamie Sullivan, who were thrown together after Landon got into trouble and were made to perform community service. In North Carolina especially in Beaufort a joke on a girl is wrong and puts students in a clinic. Carter, a well-
known student with no plans for the future, was responsible and forced to join after-school community service activities as a consequence, which included starring as the lead in the play. And participating in this activity is Jamie Sullivan, the pastor's daughter who has big ambitions and nothing in common
with Landon. When Landon decides he wants to take his activities seriously, he asks Jamie for help and begins spending most of his time with him. But he started to like it, that he didn't expect to do it. They are in a relationship, much to the chagrin of Landon's popular friends and Pastor Jamie's strict
father. But when a heart-breaking secret becomes known that tests their relationship, then Landon and Jamie realize the true meaning of love and fate. Page 2In North Carolina especially in Beaufort jokes on a girl who is wrong and puts students in the clinic. Carter, a well-known student with no plans for
the future, was responsible and forced to join after-school community service activities as a consequence, which included starring as the lead in the play. And participating in this activity is Jamie Sullivan, the pastor's daughter who has big ambitions and nothing in common with Landon. When Landon
decides he wants to take his activities seriously, he asks Jamie for help and begins spending most of his time with him. But he started to like it, that he didn't expect to do it. They are in a relationship, much to the chagrin of Landon's popular friends and Pastor Jamie's strict father. But when a heart-
breaking secret becomes known that tests their relationship, then Landon and Jamie realize the true meaning of love and fate. In North Carolina especially in Beaufort a joke on a girl is wrong and puts students in a clinic. Carter, a well-known student with no plans for the future, was responsible and forced
to join after-school community service activities as a consequence, which included starring as the lead in the play. And participating in this activity is Sullivan, the pastor's daughter with big ambitions and nothing in common with Landon. When Landon decides he wants to take his activities seriously, he
asks Jamie for help and begins spending most of his time with him. Streaming in HD HD Download HD When the popular and restless Landon Carter was forced to participate in a school drama production he fell in love with Jamie Sullivan, the daughter of the city minister. Jamie has a to-do list for his life
as well as a very big secret that he has to keep from Landon. Want to watch 'A Walk to Remember' in the comfort of your own home? Finding a streaming service to buy, rent, download, or view Adam Shankman-directed movies through a subscription can be challenging, so we here at Moviefone want to
do the heavy lifting. We've listed a number of streaming and cable services - including rental, purchase and subscription alternatives - along with the availability of 'A Walk to Remember' on each platform. Now, before we get to the bottom of how you can watch 'A Walk to Remember' now, here are some
better points about Gaylord Films, Pandora Pictures, Di Novi Pictures, the Warner Bros. drama. Pictures. Released January 25, 2002, 'A Walk to Remember' starring Mandy Moore, Shane West, Peter Coyote, Daryl Hannah Film PG had a process time of about 1 hour 41 minutes, and received a user
score of 77 (out of 100) on TMDb, which garnered reviews from 2,963 top users. You may already know what the movie is about, but just in case... Here's the plot: When the popular and restless Landon Carter was forced to participate in a school drama production he fell in love with Jamie Sullivan, the
city minister's daughter. Jamie has a to-do list for his life as well as a very big secret that he has to keep from Landon. 'A Walk to Remember' is currently available to rent, purchase, or stream through subscriptions on YouTube, Microsoft Movies &amp; TV, VUDU, DIRECTV, Amazon, FandangoNOW,
Google Play, iTunes, AMC, Redbox, and Netflix. .
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